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Innovation + Inspiration

BLANCO impressed with a striking appearance at the LivingKitchen in Cologne
In the middle of January LivingKitchen, the world’s largest trade fair
for kitchens once again opened its
doors for one week. A kitchen isn’t
a kitchen without a sink: BLANCO
showed not only specialists but also
end-consumers the vision of the
kitchen for the future.
From the beginning our motto
“innovation + inspiration” hinted at
the numerous new products which
would catch the attention of visitors from far and near. The designer
sink ARTAGO and the new InFino®
drain system celebrated their world
premiere. The “hot” autumn innovations, presented three months
earlier in Germany, had already reThe waterfall provides a perfect setting for the kitchen faucets.
ceived the first awards.

One of these innovations is the
bowl concept ETAGON, which went
on to find many more fans in Cologne.
But much more important at the
trade fair are the people. With more
than 150,000 visitors LivingKitchen
broke all previous records. Once
again many were full of praise for the
BLANCO team. Especially new customers from Asia were more than
Virtual reality – with 3D glasses

impressed by the professionalism,
engagement and significant importance of BLANCO on the German
kitchen landscape. The end-consumers, who flooded in droves to
the trade fair at the weekend, were
highly enthused by the comprehensive advice and competent solutions
they were offered to help them find
the best answers for their questions.
continue page 2

Once again a good year
ly bases. In addition the exchange
rates are hampering growth.
The intensity of the competition is
continuing to grow. Big competitors
are hitting the markets with even
tougher aggressive pricing strategies. In a nutshell: we are facing a
strong headwind which we have to
battle against.
To continue to grow in the market
we have to constantly improve our
competiveness. This is especially
important when it comes to market
displacement.
It is important that we repeatedly
scrutinize our processes and cost
There has been little change in structures and continue to optimize
the development of the markets intelligently. Can we do without cersince our last reports: a high level tain processes, can we standardize,
of volatility, on the whole sluggish, can we digitalize? Can we reduce
a wide range of variability from the interfaces, stabilize and/or crecountry to country on a month- ate more transparency?

To help us answer these pivotal questions we have introduced
a number of fundamental programmes under the umbrella of
“Performance Excellence” (PEX).
These are for example P.U.L.S.,
ADOX (the optimization of administration processes) and BPM (business process management). Also
quality management is playing an
important and integral role in ensuring stability.
While following this path it is crucial that our customers continue to
receive the highest level of service
which they are accustomed to. To
be able to react flexibly and quickly to the needs of our customers it
is necessary for us to think beyond
the department boundaries and to
work optimally together within the
process chain.

There is nothing that can’t be
improved and every single one of
us needs to do our bit.
It is another good year for
BLANCO. We would like to thank
all our employees and our partners
for their commitment and dedication which in keeping with the
BLANCO Spirit has brought our
company a big step forward.
Yours

Achim Schreiber
BLANCO

Innovation + Inspiration continued from page 1
As in the past the two-team concept paid-off: In the night from Friday to Saturday the trade fair booth
was restructured to meet the needs
of the end consumers and the sales
teams handed over their jobs to their
colleagues from product management, marketing, development and
design. Full of élan and highly motivated the new team were able to
give the visitors valuable tips as well
as specific ideas regarding BLANCO
faucets and sinks. Even professional chefs and cooks sought advice –
the spectrum stretched from food
blogger Sally (Sally Welt) to star chef
Johann Lafer. But most HORIZON
readers are already up-to-date with
the latest news as the most important information was immediately
posted and commented on on the
BLANCO Facebook account.
Many visitors are still surprised
that for years BLANCO has remained market leader of faucets in
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the German market. The booth design with its bold waterfall feature in
the midst of the stand and surrounded by the new faucets was a clear
statement underlining this achievement. The monumental LED wall
stretching the full length of the booth
clearly showed where you can find

BLANCO faucets and sinks: at the
heart and soul of the kitchen.
Innovations were not only seen
in the product diversity – the booth
presentation itself went to underpin the innovative statement made
by BLANCO. With the help of stereoscopic 3D glasses visitors were

transported into the virtual reality
showroom of the future. Here they
could become totally emerged in
different kitchen scenarios – all
showing that BLANCO is at home in
every kitchen.
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WIN with BLANCO

Annual Conference of Chinese Dealers at the gambling paradise in Macau
At the end of February Macau a
former Portuguese colony off the
southeast coast of China was the
setting for the latest sales- and marketing conference with 60 dealers
from all corners of the country.
On his first trip to the Far East
regional sales director Dr. Bertram
Melzig-Thiel illustrated to the sales
partners the current company development and the successful ranking of BLANCO in the international
markets. Following this YanPeng An,
general manager of BLANCO China,
outlined the Chinese success story
over the last years and presented
the strategical key aspects for the
future advancement in the Middle
Kingdom. This included the continued development of the new showroom concept and the up-and-coming move of the Chinese subsidiary
to new premises.

The presentation of numerous
new products by Kevin Cao was
closely followed by all the guests.
ETAGON, PLEON and co were once
again enthusiastically received in
Macau as they had been during the
LivingKitchen just one month earlier
and will go to motivate us all to be
even more successful.

motto for the dance act prepared
especially for this evening and performed by the team from BLANCO
China. In tune with the motto “Win
with BLANCO” the team guaranteed

that the conservation most certainly
didn’t run dry during this most communicative and entertaining event.

Entertaining elements went to colour the course of the event – e. g. the
BLANCO Casino-gambling with a
difference. The winnings didn’t come
in the form of money but as delicious wines and cheeses from Europe. Gambling remained the central

Welcome to the BLANCO family!
Since the 1 January 2017 Dr.
Bertram Melzig-Thiel has taken up
the position of regional sales director responsible for North America,
China and Australia. One of his
major tasks will be to promote the
profitable growth of BLANCO in
these regions.
The 46 year old, who holds a PhD
in economics, has long-term international leadership experience in

marketing high-quality brand products. Most recently he held the position of general manager of sales at
a Swiss technology company.

on a very attractive package which
will offer the customer numerous
advantages. With high-quality, innovative products, the strength of
our brand as well as attractive price
“With the excellent position of the structuring we want BLANCO to
brand BLANCO we have a decisive make a lasting impression on our
advantage in the competitive fight customers.”
for market share”, commented
Bertram Melzig-Thiel. “In the highly competitive markets of North
America and China we are counting

Dr. Bertram Melzig-Thiel
Regional Sales Director
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United by the BLANCO Spirit

International Sales Conference in Cologne: We welcomed participants from 36 countries
This year the LivingKitchen in
Cologne undoubtedly belongs to
one of the highlights in the calendar
of the international kitchen branch –
and the perfect setting for the latest
BLANCO International Sales Meeting
(ISM). Around 100 participants from
36 countries accepted our invitation
to visit Germany making this conference the largest ever since the
premiere of the event in Portugal 20
years ago.
Once again, the atmosphere was
fantastic. This was not only due
to the pleasing figures achieved
last year and the numerous new
products in the different business
units but also the friendliness felt
among the colleagues which goes
to strengthen the team, spurs on
success and underpins the very
special BLANCO Spirit. A comment
made by one of the guests: “It’s the
BLANCO family that makes people
from Europe, Asia and America feel Around 100 participants from 36 countries met for related discussions prior to the LivingKitchen.
at home.”
The participants were also enthused by the remaining impressions
gained at the trade fair. It feels good
to be able to experience BLANCO
with a highly attractive booth live in
the midst of world renowned global
brands – and to be able to exclusively represent such a prized premium
brand at home in their own countries.
International Group Management
Meeting (IGMM)
Before the International Group
Management Meeting executives
and general managers met together
with numerous leaders from Oberderdingen to discuss the strategical
direction and implementation in the
coming year. This also included the
exchange of information regarding

In his opening speech Uwe Johannböcke also welcomed new participants
from Finland, Switzerland, Poland,
Lithuania, Serbia, Singapore, Taiwan,
India, Indonesia and Thailand.

international projects in specialist
fields and the presentation of best
practise solutions in the subsidiaries.
This creates the best possible prerequisites to be well prepared and
with combined forces face the challenges of the future.

The market potential in Asia was central for the Sales Meeting Asia, which celebrated its premiere during the LivingKitchen.
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Step by step to being more than simply a sink

Highlights 2017

Our highlights at a glance:

exceptional form and is a stunning
feature in a modern kitchen ambient.
It is the perfect synthesis of angular
and rounded elements and moreover a superb interpretation of material aesthetics. Furthermore, the
PANERA-S conveniences with its
extremely convenient handling.

The new tier sink BLANCO
ETAGON
The ingenuity of this bowl is the
two high-grade stainless steel rails
especially designed for the Etagon.
They fit perfectly to the integrated
ledge and create as required an additional functional level. Combined
with optimal accessories or existing
tableware the Etagon now offers
three functional levels – and the best
possible prerequisite for more convenience in and around the kitchen
sink.
BLANCO AXIS III 5 S-IF with the decorative new glass cutting board

Stainless steel bowl BLANCO ETAGON
500 IF/A and SILGRANIT™ bowl
BLANCO ETAGON 500-U, both bowls
perfectly combined with the new mixer
tap BLANCO PANERA-S.

The bowl is available in both stainless
steel matt and SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™.
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Perfected: the third generation of
the BLANCO AXen concept
As in the past the BLANCO Axen
sink must be counted as one of the
highlights in the kitchen sink branch.
Since its premiere 15 years ago
BLANCO has continued to develop
the concept. Now we are proud to
present the third generation: two
revamped SILGRANIT™ models as
well as interesting new features for
all stainless steel AXen models, including attractive accessories. In
keeping with the overall aesthetic
concept of the AXIA III BLANCO
has developed an innovative bridge
compound cutting board in ash – a
real gem in the kitchen. In addition
a new decorative solid white glass
cutting board is now available.

It has never been so elegant: the
revamped SILGRANIT™ sink BLANCO
AXIA III XL 6 S with the new bridging
compound cutting board in ash.

BLANCO FLEXON II – the new
waste system
The new waste system is especially designed for sink base units.
With a modern design and harmonious colour scheme it blends perfectly with all state-of-the-art kitchen
styles – and is installed in a jiffy.

Nutmeg – the new CombiColours
colour for SILGRANIT™ sinks
BLANCO has always paid close
attention to the colour design of
their sinks. New in the CombiColours colour range is nutmeg. This
warm brown hue which reminds us
of aromatic spices and faraway places complements kitchens designs
stretching from classical to modern
styles.
Individual and exclusive:
BLANCO PANERA-S
This designer mixer tap in solid
stainless steel impresses with its

Clever: BLANCO FLEXON II is especially designed for base units with
drawers and is fitted in a jiffy.

Superb interpretation of material aesthetics for exclusive kitchens: BLANCO
PANERA-S in solid stainless steel.
HORIZON 24

Transatlantic training

A two week exchange of information and experiences with Canadian colleagues
The ambitious goals of the business unit KSV (composite granite
sinks) require an intensive cooperation of both production sites in
Sinsheim and Toronto. P.U.L.S. is
an important instrument in helping
BLANCO to sustain its competitiveness.

The objective of the visit was to
create a common understanding of
the goals and principles of P.U.L.S..
Specialized topics such as 6S, CIP,
autonomous maintenance, shop
floor management and systematic problem solutions were on the
menu. These subjects were not only
dealt with in theory but also put into
For this reason Jorge Demambro practice – e. g. during a work shop
(supervisor) and Sarandath Cheru- with colleagues from the production.
kara (P.U.L.S.) coordinator) met to- Despite the heavy workload there
gether with their German colleagues was ample time for lively discussions
Kai Squillante and Huu Tai Tran for and the exchange of valuable expean intensive training with the aim of riences.
Back row: (from left to right) Ralph Debele (production employee), Maxim Ivanov
securely anchoring P.U.L.S. in the
(leader/foreman casting system), Jens Wölfel (employee R&D)
Canadian plant.
Front row: Sarandarth Cherukara (P.U.L.S. coordinator), Martin Lenz (shift
leader)

A standardized operating system worldwide

International standards for financial controlling and accounting
Since December 2015 and within the scope of the project PEAK
BLANCO is developing worldwide
financial controlling activities to
achieve new common international cost accounting standards. The
acronym “PEAK” stands for consolidated profit and loss calculation of
strategic business fields.
The department Process Performance Development is responsible
for the coordination of the project
PEAK in cooperation with the relevant financial controlling and accounting departments. The objective
of this project is to standardize and
synchronize cost accounting systems both nationally and internationally to achieve an even higher level of
efficiency. Furthermore, the project
aims to develop, through the implementation of the SAP-Controlling
Modul CO-PA, a state-of-the-art accounting system with a high level of
automatization delivering conclusive
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and comprehensive information for
the user. With the employment of
this tool and a number of other procedures developed in the scope of
the project it will be possible in the
future to perform a precise and detailed evaluation of respective profit
contributions from market segments
– these then structured according
to products, customers, orders etc.
A SAP BW solution will also make
it possible to present this depth of
information on a consolidated basis The PEAK experts during one of their workshops.
– an important reporting tool in the
course of increasing internationalization and the realization of our global
growth plans.
In both plants SILGRANIT™ sinks trolling and accounting from both
are produced using the same reci- production plants and also including
A part of the project is concentrat- pe and production processes. In the Rüdiger Böhle and Wolfgang Sching on the required intensification of future both plants will now have the neider, members of executive board.
international cooperation within the same operating system as well as In the following months the extensive
BLANCO group – whereby an im- the same prerequisites and analy- results of the workshop will be important aspect here is the closer col- sis possibilities at their disposal. To plemented allowing us in the coming
laboration of the production plants in reach these specific goals a kick-off year to benefit from the new, standworkshop was initiated in July 2016 ardized structures.
Sinsheim and Toronto.
for employees from financial conHORIZON 24

P.U.L.S. – worldwide
The process and logistic system is establishing itself internationally
Jose Astorga (USA)
6S has the highest priority for us
at the moment as optimizations
can quickly be seen. This is very
important for recognizing waste
and becoming more efficient. We
use the seven wastes to help us
recognize potential improvements.
To start with we introduced our
employees to the subject P.U.L.S.:
“We’re part of something bigger”
– this central statement is very well
conveyed in the new image film from
the Logistic Centre Bruchsal.
The first thing I think about when
I’m in my office is 6S – that is definitely a success.
Michael Thomas (CAN):
The most important thing for us at
the moment is “shop floor management” and the respective tools.
We started with training for the
complete warehouse management
team. Following this we set up the
shop floor boards and introduced
the daily shop floor meetings. Next
came the 6S training and the implementation of 6S activities.
Based on existing KPI-matrix figures we have developed a capacity
planning tool for every department
and every working area in the warehouse. These figures are discussed
and evaluated in the daily shop floor
meetings. This enables us to plan
and schedule our capacity in all areas better as well as utilizes all available resources more effectively.

Frank Deuerlein (GB):
BLANCO UK is going through a
period of change – a new CEO and
new senior management. Due to
this P.U.L.S. has arrived at just the
right time to support the introduction
of new processes. In regular short
meetings with the relevant employees we aim to improve communication – also on inter-departmental
levels. All participants are of equal
importance to us, all topics are documented and responsibilities allocated or given binding time scales.

Frank Deuerlein, operations manager from BLANCO UK (4th from right) and his
P.U.L.S. team from Great Britain

To achieve this we have chosen
an area in the warehouse and set
up meeting facilities and shop floor
boards. The majority of employees
are enthusiastic about this new approach. With more transparency
weaknesses in the processes can
be identified and discussed – finally optimized or resolved. A minority
is still sceptical regarding this new
way of working and fear that established routines and practices could
change.
Especially valuable is the introduction of the new KPIs as well as the
consequent use of existing figures in
all areas. These are presented on the
shop floor board. Comprehensive
transparency and clear responsibility
on all department levels – visible to
all employees – is a completely new
experience in the operative area.

BLANCO Canada (from left to right): Michael Thomas, Jason Harvey-Francis,
Tristan Davidson, Tabea Müller, Heil Pereira, Mike DiFranco

The P.U.L.S. experts under the leadership of Jose Astorga (right) at the logistic
centre in BLANCO America
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Creating a digital future today
Bettina (28 years old), her husband
Tobias and the twins Elias and Rafael are in the middle of building their
new home. In August they ordered
their dream kitchen at a kitchen studio. But before Bettina even placed
a foot in the kitchen studio she knew
exactly what she wanted to buy. She
knew which steam oven she wanted, the brand of the dishwasher, had
already decided she wanted to buy
a BLANCO ZENAR SteamerPlus in
white from the SIGRANIT™ product
range with a matching CARENA-S
mixer tap and also knew that it had
to be an induction cooker. In the last
few weeks she had taken the time
to gather information and tips via
the internet, allowed herself to be
inspired by Pinterest, bought the
right pots and pans online, swapped
info with friends in Facebook and
WhatsApp, checked out the interior
design platform houzz and was impressed by the BLANCO customer
service who could answer her most
trying questions directly. The fact is
that up till now Bettina had never
heard of BLANCO. The first time she
came across the name was when
she was searching for a steam oven.
The search result showed her that
BLANCO had a special sink specifically for steam ovens. Following
this she checked out the BLANCO
website, gained detailed information about the unknown material
SILGRANIT™ and sort with the help
of the sink configurator the match-

ing mixer tap. Through Amazon
she checked the customer reviews
of SILGRANIT™ and the mixer taps
and finally made her decision. We
know this because Bettina wrote all
about her customer experiences in
her home building blog. Welcome
to the digital world of the customer
2016, a person, or somebody similar
to this person, who we encounter on
a daily bases. With the smart phone
we have constant accessibility to
the internet, decisions about what
we want to buy are made before we
enter the shop or we buy directly online. The digital world of the customer poses a big challenge for companies. The influencing environmental
factors are changing extremely rapidly. Multi-national companies such
as Kodak missed the digital camera trend and like many other were
swept away by the winds of change.
On the other hand there is Airbnb the
biggest platform of hotel bookings,
a true child of the digital revolution
since 2007. Nobody remains untouched by the changes and this is
why BLANCO is taking the time to
check the chances and risks of digitalization.

Many hands for the right click

sure Bettina and of course many
others know in their digital worlds
who BLANCO is, like the products
which they can buy and tell others
how impressed they are. And, everybody expects a website to work perfectly on the smartphone. Check out
yourself how many other companies
don’t manage to master what seems
to be such an easy task.

At BLANCO we have been consequently driving digitalization forward for many years and it is of top
priority for the executive board. An
interdisciplinary team working closely with Achim Schreiber (CEO) are
looking at things from the view of the
customer and pushing forward the
international chances in marketing
and sales. All aspects regarding process improvement have been placed
Certainly, the customer is the driv- in the care of Rüdiger Böhle (CFO).
ing force behind the need for dig- The responsibility for production and
Then the reason why Bettina de- italization. The changes are being logistics is in the hands of Wolfgang
cided to buy BLANCO is not a ques- felt throughout the whole company Schneider (CTO) who is tackling the
tion of luck. An extensive group of – processes can become leaner and challenges and possibilities which
BLANCO employees, ranging from faster, machines can be linked – and are bundled under the slogan “Incommunication, sales, process op- there is much more data available to dustrie 4.0”. Find out more about
timization, service, logistics etc., are steer production and warehousing this in the next edition of the Horizon.
working closely together to make according to the customer needs.

New milestones for Sulzfeld State-of-the-art conveyor technology
Where, what, when?: The new
centralized pallet storage area has
more than 81 pallet spaces which
are automatically connected to final
assembly and offers maximal transparency about the interim storage of
polished bowls. An intelligent steering system with a graphical visualization enables employees to have
a constant overview of all inventory.
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Consequently, employees can request material for production orders
as required and transport it fully automatically to the production area.
Plant logistics are now responsible
for the delivery of the semi-finished
bowls. Today every pallet is recorded
via a barcode scanner and the position exactly registered in the system.
With an intensive training for em-

ployees from production,
logistics and maintenance
first class preconditions
have been created to integrate the system smoothly
into the day to day operational business.

HORIZON 24

Distance learning

Bridging the vastness of Russian territory with the help of "Webinaren"
In addition the training units offer
The "Webinaren" are principally
the perfect opportunity to present accessible for all commercial agents
new functionalities or a virtual trip – e.g. furniture manufacturers, sales
through the showroom.
teams etc. There is a schedule for
every training unit which take the
A general overview, new products, requirement of the participants into
new materials, services – to date account. Experience has shown us
"Webinaren" includes a number of that it is advantageous to build hodifferent training units lasting approx. mogenous groups (geographical or
90 minutes. All units are based on branch relevant) instead of offering
the elements of the general face-to- all programmes to all groups. As a
face training and offer the employees result topics are now planned for
from dealers and industrial custom- specific groups, i.e. specific training
ers 7 hours of valuable know-how.
requirements are ascertained, an in"Webinaren" – a unique service for BLANCO RUS customers
dividual programme created, "WebiIn late summer of 2015 our colThe idea behind this service is to
Following every "Webinaren" par- nar" executed and feedback collectleagues in Russia started a new offer those customers who can't ticipants have the opportunity to ed. A "Webinar" should take place
programme with online training for take part in face-to-face training in give an online feedback. Up till now at least once a week. Over one hundealers and industrial customers in the capital of Russia, due the vast the responses have been invariably dred people have already taken part
Russia and neighbouring CIS states. geographical distances, access to positive: target-relevant content, in this innovative programme: the
Participants register online, receive comprehensive know-how. Without user-friendly, cost-effective and flex- record number of participants taking
access to the platform and can fol- this service customers for example ible. Unfortunately a direct dialogue part in one unit was 75 people.
low the "live broadcasting". Training from Wladiwostok would have to is not possible and a certain number
units are carried out by qualified col- travel over 6.500 km to take part in of restrictions due to the numerous
leagues.
trainings in Moscow.
different time zones are inevitable.

Valuable insights straight from the horse’s mouth
Sales- and marketing experts from BLANCO America in Oberderdingen
BLANCO America has ambitious
goals. To reach these goals the sales
management from our American
subsidiary has taken on board four
new colleagues in the last months to
increase the effectiveness and clout
of the team.

thank our loyal colleagues for their
long term successful engagement
and refresh the strong network between our American colleagues and
Germany.

The welcoming event for
all participants offered
a perfect opportunity to
congratulate Marc Nover
(2nd. from left) on his 50th
birthday, however somewhat belated but most
sincerely

The three day conference focused
mainly on the detailed reports from
The "new ones" are active as the five sales regions and the main
regional sales reps and sales pro- priorities for the coming year. A highmoters. They are experts in their light of the conference was definitely
relative fields of business but still the trips to the production plants in
"greenhorns" when it comes to Sulzfeld and Sinsheim and the logisknowing what makes BLANCO re- tic centre in Bruchsal. Furthermore,
ally BLANCO. What could be more the meeting offered the perfect opappropriate than using the yearly portunity for numerous coordinasales- and marketing meeting to tion talks and discussions in smaller
give our new colleagues a detailed groups - e.g. with colleagues from
insight into production, logistics and financial controlling, product man- In a relaxed atmosphere at the restaurant Burg Ravensburg Germany said its
goodbyes to its American colleagues. The sales- and marketing team returned
operative processes? At the same agement or IT- specialists from BITS.
home with a whole host of information and impressions – after having followed
time we took the opportunity to
the election of the new president of America from a distance
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Quality at its best
Quality is the quintessence of
BLANCO. The production of high
quality products requires highly
qualified people and state-of-the-art
machinery and materials. To achieve
this we need a common understanding of what quality means to
us at BLANCO - this was one of the
central topics of the first international
quality management meeting.

The first international quality management meeting

of international collaboration and
building a common mind-set for doing business. With the help of joint
projects we are continuing to promoting the collaboration between all
our colleagues. For example we are
involving our international colleagues
in developing the new PPA-process
(part and process approval) for new
products.

Quality experts from the USA,
Canada, Great Britain and the German facilities met in Oberderdingen
in October to share ideas, come
close together and to get to know
each better.

In his presentation Uwe Johannböcke went on to underline that
good product quality alone is not
enough. Quality includes delivery
performance, after sales services
and much more. Customers don't
only pay for the product but buy the
In his opening speech Achim whole package. Different countries,
Schreiber stressed the importance regions and price categories require
different quality segments.
The quality experts from Germany, Great Britain, Canada and the USA met
together at the "Altes Schulhaus" in Oberderdingen

The meeting was a great success

Hermann Wortelen explains the
BLANCO quality philosophy

For Hermann Wortelen the meeting was a great success: "With the
increasing internationalization of
the BLANCO organization especially quality management is facing
a number of new challenges. We
want an optimal level of standardization for processes and procedures
to ensure the quality of processes
and products worldwide. Albeit taking existing regulatory, cultural and
customer specific requirements into
consideration to master the balanc-

ing act between standardization and
country specific differentiation. Our
aim is to develop standards centrally but at the same time giving regional units as such autonomy and
flexibility as possible. During the international quality meeting we were
able to convey this strategy and to
anchor the most important elements
of our quality management system
internationally". To strengthen the
understanding for the German culture our international and German

colleagues had the opportunity to
take part in a night watchman's city
tour in Bretten and to visit the October Fest in Sulzfeld. Participants had
the chance to get to know the history of Bretten and saga of "Bretten's
Hundles".
The meeting gave all participants
the chance to get to know each
other better and share experiences
helping us to build a better and trusting working relationship in the future.

Excellence 10 years of cooperation with Symphony
10 years of cooperation with Symphony to Oberderdingen in September BLANCO took the opportunity
to thank Symphony Ltd. for the 10
years of excellent cooperation.

According to Symphony it’s the
mix out of high quality products, outstanding service and excellent sales
support which lets BLANCO stand
out from the crowds.

But what is the key to this enduring success in today’s fast and erratic world?

Congratulations and keep it up!
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The sky’s the limit Marketing 7.0 – we break boundaries
In 2016 the yearly international
conference for marketing experts
from BLANCO and important European partners was one week of concentrated marketing power -blasting
its way forward to new horizons.

of the new products in 2016/17 in
the different countries the product
managers presented their products directly in the BLANCO forum.
The newly gained know-how was
promptly tested with the help of a
questionnaire (which by the way
The 7th international meeting was won hands down by Ann-Marie
started on 17 October as usual Jones from BLANCO UK). The afwith the website editor’s work shop. ternoon was dedicated to the topic
At this point the technical chains “How to successfully complete prosnapped. A new method to maintain jects”.
content on the BLANCO website
was presented – easily by simply
The impetus for yet another
using the browser and without an in- “boundary blaster” came surprisingly
depth understanding of the system. enough from a presentation with the
This will give smaller partners the title “Who would ever have thought
possibility to update their websites that a sailing boat from Switzerland
faster and more easily.
would win the most important sailing regatta in the world?” The high
Achim Schreiber didn’t miss the powered presentation from Dominik
opportunity on the following day at Neidhart showed us how good prothe official kick-off of the conference ject management and the right team
to welcome the 35 guests from 17 can move mountains. The particidifferent countries. What a great pants had the chance to put theory
start especially for guest taking into practise. 6 teams, one objecpart for the first time e.g. Daniela Di tive, clock ticking and at the end
Piertro from BLANCO Switzerland or of the day the ball had to reach its
Brenda Cabral from DAKE, who has goal. Did it work? No, unfortunatebeen in charge of marketing in Por- ly not straightaway. As a result the
tugal since the beginning of 2016. following day was kicked off by SaA firework of presentations and dis- bine Schumann from PPD. With her
cussions concerning all aspects of presentation she showed which the
marketing at BLANCO followed. To structures are available at BLANCO
achieve the best possible launch to successfully conclude projects

The international colleagues
impress with their new marketing
concepts
The highlight of the conference
was the agenda point "best practice". Here the different countries
had the opportunity to show their
best marketing concepts from the
previous year. Once again we were
completely overwhelmed by the level
of competence and professionalism
reached in the last year. BLANCO
Russia presented their ingenious
tool to unravel the complexity of
their e-commerce customers and
gain a competent overview. Hungary staged an event series "Ecorgan"
and found a completely new possibility to reach their customers. By the
way one of my personal highlights
goes to underscore that cooperative learning in our marketing community works. Eszter Györi opened
her presentation with the following
words: "We saw it two years ago at
the last conference, liked it and did
it". And Ecorgan did it even better.

Dominik Neidhart won the Americas
Cup regatta – and explains what
successful project management is all
about

place only a few days later. The following two days were dedicated to
the development of market strategies for the North American market.
We also crossed European re- The most important points included
gional boundaries – our colleagues digital brand management, better
from North America were able to management of customer groups
personally participate in certain and a strengthening of the cooperaparts of our conference as the North tion and collaboration with our interAmerican marketing summit took national colleagues.

Participants from 17 countries met for the 7th marketing meeting and took the time out to visit the Maulbronn Monastery
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Keeping pace with the times BLANCO meets Facebook and Co.
en buyers to think earlier about what
they want and need. To be successful in this exciting new development
BLANCO will now have its own blog
“Küchendurst” (trusty for kitchens)
and be out and about in the world of
Facebook, Pinterest & co.

only experts who can give advice
about kitchen design and planning
we also recommend to our readers
comments and contributions from
other sources in the form of “guest
comments”.
Classical marketing statements
such as “We stand for design and
Build your first impressions online innovation” don’t often work well
Current market research surveys in this type of dialogue. The reader
have shown that social networks doesn’t want to be influenced when
are especially important in the inspi- he/she is doing his/her research. It is
rational phase of buying a kitchen – very important for him/her to be able
the very first moment in time when to build their own opinions and prefer
customers start asking themselves: article which are more neutral in their
What do I need or what do I like?
approach. With the help of different
Of course kitchen buyers build cooperations it is possible to find
their opinions in many different ways, articles in the internet not written by
collecting information sometimes BLANCO but by others (e.g. the incare to build and maintain a trusting here and sometimes there. Our aim terior design platform from “houzz”).
relationship to our retail customers. is to support people in finding the
The internet and social networks right answers to their questions. The
We are becoming part of a kitchen
have now opened up new possibili- new information available by Face- planning discussion which is being
ties for us to exchange information in book & co helps to build know-how. carried out by many different peoand around the subject kitchen – and At the same time it should be fun and ple – from experts to amateurs. The
Listening is the only way to really moreover, at anytime and anywhere. we want to speak a language our aim is to help the kitchen buyer find
understand the needs and require- The dialogue taking place in the so- customers will understand. Our aim the right kitchen to suit his/her needs
ments of your customers.
cial media regarding the planning of is to present in the social networks and lifestyle.
Because this knowledge has al- kitchens and questions concerning a good mix out of specialist kitchen
ways been of upmost importance to design trends as well as the numer- know-how and visual impressions
BLANCO, we have at all times taken ous pictures on the web allow kitch- for kitchen buyers. As we are not the

Best of the season
BLANCO Canada hosted the third
“North American Synergy” meeting in Toronto
From Dec 12th to 15th team
BLANCO America joined team
BLANCO Canada to discuss best
practices and potential synergies
that will assist future efficiencies
and growth in the following areas:
sales, marketing, customer service,
IT, human resources, administration
finance and controlling, supply chain
& logistics. All functional areas from
both companies reviewed and presented their findings to the group.
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Future action plans have been established to ensure progression. The
meetings were most productive and
successful. The team members look
forward to the next meeting to discuss us the progress and establish
further steps for synergy.

Bottom left – Mike DiFranco, Mona Soliman, Amanda Langford, Jose Astorga,
Rich DeFeo, Bob Basra, Janie Arechavala, Christy Emens, Eric Gunderson,
Don Farquhar, Natasha Broomfield, Steve Guterres, Marc Nover, Edyta Drutis,
Jake MacDonald, Tracy Beeby, Garth Wallin, Michael Thomas, Dawn Weise,
Rene Wacker, Pam Anton, Tim Maicher, Wendy McPherson, Tim Ahern
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management board is well aware
that the implementation of numerous changes in such a short period
of time has demanded a high level
of adjustment from all involved. We
appreciate greatly the mutual support you have given us in achieving
a more efficient and competitive
BLANCO Professional.
Dear colleagues
In the past months we have
been in the process of restructuring BLANCO Professional to
strengthen our economic efficiency
and sustain our competitiveness.
We have made significant
headway and I would like to take
this opportunity to thank all my
colleagues for their high level of
personal commitment in helping
us achieve these successes. The

A strong team spirit is omnipresent throughout all business units and
is helping us to mutually master the
up-and-coming challenges.
The excellent feedback from our
customers regarding the current
central topics "comprehensive colour concept for dining areas" with
variable coloured panelling and the
further development of the trusted
front cooking systems BLANCO
COOK go to prove that we are on
the right track. Here we were able

to demonstrate how it is possible to
increase quality and efficiency while
at the same time reducing costs.
Standardization and process optimization were the deciding facts behind our success. We will and have
to continue to consequently follow
this approach.

This definitely won't be a 100 metre dash but more of a marathon
which we have to overcome. Perseverance, team spirit and the will
to succeed will help us cross the
finish line.

Many thanks
Our investments in the production
site in Oberderdingen go to underscore our success strategy. The current renewal of our machine park is
aimed at stabilizing and developing
our market position (see cover story
"Flawless precision landing for the Roland Spleiss
BLANCO Professional
70 tonner").
We are convinced that we are
heading in the right direction – it is
up to us now to consequently follow this path to achieve the best for
the company and our colleagues.

A full agenda BLANCO Professional Academy International training programme
In June 2016 nearly the entire
international BLANCO Professional sales team were represented in
Oberderdingen. The agenda included intensive advanced training for
food serving- and transport trolleys,
BLANCO COOK and medical technology. Over a period of five days
the jam-packed agenda offered
intensive and comprehensive training units: presentations, practical
demonstrations, workshops and
lectures.
As usual the emphasis lay on
practicability and the implementation into the operative working
day. Together with academy coach
Fredy Bauer participants could train
skills in target group analysis and
customer consultation. In addition,
participants could take part in live
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demonstrations of food portioning
on the food distribution conveyor
belt and at the front cooking station
BLANCO COOK they could learn
everything about handling, cooking
and of course cleaning.
Following the work intensive trainings we were able to enjoy relaxing
evenings together and get to know
each other better – Samuel Travis
from Singapore is for example an excellent mini golfer, a fact that was till
now unknown to the majority of us.
The next comprehensive international sales training has already
been planned for the this year. We
are looking forwards to seeing every- (from left to right:) Luc de Marie (Belgium), Hani Nasabi (Middle East), Natalia
Hammerschmidt, Alexander Morgenegg (Switzerland), Uwe Kammer, Ben Sherriff
body again in Oberderdingen.
(UK), Irina Lotysheva (Russia), Radko Bukovsky (Czech Republic), Samuel Travis
(Singapur), Feddy Bauer, Jun Kim (South Korea), Ingrid Mann and Wolfgang
Palesch
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Flawless precision landing for the 70 tonner
Extensive investments for plant 1 in Oberderdingen
A newcomer of significant size
was installed in plant 1 at the end
of July: a new 140 tonne press.
To begin with and with the help of
a heavy duty crane the 70 tonne
press frame made a flawless precision landing in plant 1. Weighting in
at approximately 70 tonnes this is
definitely no lightweight.
Alone the transport from the
Danish manufacturers Hydraulico
was a major accomplishment – the
heavy-duty transport was accompanied by a special escort to Sinsheim. Here 4 police cars joined the
convoy to help complete the rest of
the journey to Oberderdingen.
Before the new press could reach
its final destination in plant 1 two

existing presses in the press line
needed to be relocated in order
to optimize the internal logistics
and improve the overall efficiency.
Special praise must be given to the
excellent organization of the project team Holger Bubeck, Ludwig
Sulzer, Sven Seltsam and Stefan
Schüle. This enabled a swift and
smooth completion of the whole
project.
With the new 2,000 tonne press
high volumes can be manufactured
in a short time and with minimal energy expenditure. With its increased
pressing force we are now able to
manufacture completely new products and venture down new avenues.

In 2016 BLANCO Professional
invested a total of approximately 4
million Euros in the Oberderdingen
site – a large portion of this being
used to renew machinery and at the
same time invest in the future of our
company.

A heavy-duty crane lifts the 70 tonne
new press frame over the open roof to
gently lower it to its final resting place.

Master the constraint A new project management tool shows the first positive results

Projects in the green field
no constraint

Projects in the red field
constraint

For more than a year the business unit Industrial has been working in accordance with the "CCPM"
approach. (Critical Chain Project
Management). CCPM means:
Everybody has the whole project
in mind and not "only" a particular

at the end of the whole project. The
flow of a project, meaning the timely
development of working package,
is made measureable with a portfolio fever chart – and the planning
tools "velocity" is available to recognize possible constraints. To master
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segment. The goal is not to complete one working package in a given time but to finish the whole project on time and without mistakes.
Significant for CCPM is also the
fact that there are no time buffers
for subtasks but one single buffer

-20
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40

60

80

-40

the constraint which means identify
and as required exploit is essential
for CCPM as the constraint determines the through put of the whole
system.
Our first CCPM-successes: The
feedback culture of all participants
is good, constraint loads are comprehensively visualized and project
working packages regularly followed up. As can be seen in the
above fever chart fewer projects are
slipping into the red field. Projects
are completed earlier and due dates
are kept. This means CCPM and
the Velocity-tool have proven themselves and the business unit Industrial is very well prepared to meet
the increasing customer demands
regarding delivery performance,
quality and budget.

Successful project management with
0 the increase
20
CCPM – a-20
comparison of
of projects finished on schedule in
2015 and
2016
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The Australian "Oscar" Awards
BLANCO COOK at the Crown Melbourne Casino
"Offering freshly prepared canapes
at partys turns an event an occasion". A clear statement from Kelly
Jackson, event chef at the Crown
Melbourne Casino, Australia, when
he is talking about the mobile front
cooking system BLANCO COOK.
The Crown Melbourne Casino, one
of the largest casinos worldwide, is
the show ground for numerous prestigious award winning events such
as the "TV Week Logie Awards (The
Australian Oscar Film Awards), the
"Allan Border Medal" (the most prestigious individual prize in Australian
cricket), the Brownlow Medal (award
for the "fairest and best" player in the
Australian Football League) and the
"Formula 1 Grand Prix Ball".

BLANCO COOK is a regular guest.
"We love the versatility of the system. We use it for a wide range of
cooking activities from deep frying
Tempura shrimps to frying steaks
and hamburgers, steaming pasta
and vegetables and even preparing
various canapes. If we are not using
BLANCO COOK for show cooking,
we use it to support us behind the
scenes, in areas outside of the kitchen." stated Kelly Jackson. The highly
efficient BLANCO COOK filter technology guarantees perfect air conditions. The BLANCO COOK table top
units are fast, powerful and ideal for
canteens, restaurants, dining areas
and restaurant terraces to mention
just a few possibilities.

Show cooking chef Kelly Jackson uses BLANCO COOK for numerous major
events

Top products for top chefs

Show cooking for the Mountain bike World Cup and
the Wine Maker European Championships
Two very special spring events supported by BLANCO Professional:
the Mountain bike World Cup 2016
in Albstadt with more than 15,000
spectators and the Wine Maker
European Championships 2016 in
Mainz and Geisenheim. Together
with our partner Tischer from Heidelberg we equipped both events with
BLANCO COOK table top units and
food transport containers BLANCO
THERM.
The Olympic athlete Manuel Fumic
and Conondale as sponsor increase
the attractiveness of this special
event. Amongst other things they
offer mountain bike tours with renta-bikes – and support therewith our
incentive-events for end consumers.
The "Weinelf" (wine eleven – European Football Team of Winemakers) is
an appealing advertising media not
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only within but also beyond the German boarders – incorporating the
real European Championship spirit: In the final in the Coface-Arena/
Mainz Germany and Slovenia competed for the title, whereby Germany lost 2:3 following a goal in extra
time. The next championships are
accordingly in Slovenia. BLANCO
Professional together with our partner Tischer, one of the main sponsors, support both teams not only
because we want to be part of the
"championship spirit" but also because we see that our daily business
can benefit significantly: The Mountain bike World Cup attracts many
spectatoars, all members of the
winemaker European Championship
work in the gastronomic industry.
But of course it’s not all about business, having fun and doing a good
deed can't be ignored or forgotten.

The "Weinelf" is ambassador for excellent wine quality.

The mountainbike worldcup: Enthusiasm for a racing sport.
HORIZON 24

Close, closer, the closest

Knowing how our customers tick: A new line up for the sales team Catering + Medical
Since Klaus Engesser joined the
company at beginning of 2016 as
director of the business units Catering + Medical the sales team for Catering + Medical has been completely restructured. The former heads of
regional sales have been assigned
new more responsible roles as market directors. In the future they will
be seen as team leaders and trend
setters rather than project hunters
and fire fighters. Their main priorities will be developing markets and
partners and taking on the responsibility for their international regions
and related turnover. The existing
in-house sales export staff has been
allocated to an appropriate market
director team.

tential faster and better with strong
teams and clear fields of responsibility and to be closer to the customer – understanding how he
ticks.

Within the framework of the new
sales structures five market directors for Catering + Medical will in
the future be responsible for the following regions. In the business unit
Catering: Ralph Debes – Germany,
Austria, Switzerland (D-A-CH) and
Ingrid Mann – Asia/Pacific. For Catering + Medical: Jacqueline Bauch
– West Europe, Natali Hammerschmidt – East Europe and Wolfgang Palesch – Middle East/Africa.
A good team (from left to right): Dietmar Maier, Ralph Debes, Ingrid Mann,
Dietmar Maier will continue to lead Wolfgang Palesch, Jacqueline Bauch, Natali Hammerschmidt.
the business unit Medical and be
The aim of the new structure is supported in his activities in export
above all to recognize market po- by the appropriate market directors.

"Picnic" in Singapore

An ambitious new food court concept with numerous BLANCO-COOK front cooking systems
In the Wisma Atria Complex in
Singapore the ambitious food court
concept "Picnic" is taking shape
and food stalls are springing up over
an area of 3000 m2. The stationary
food trucks offer a wide range of
regional- and country specific culinary specialities.

with their unique highly effective
extraction system. In addition the
BLANCO COOK front cooking systems are complimented by the food
severing system BLANCO BASIC
LINE, plate dispensers, food serving
trolleys with coloured panelling and
the mobile food transport containers
BLANCOTHERM.

salad bars, dessert stalls and coffee
bars and chill out zones. Extremely
interesting credentials for BLANCO
Professional in the Asian region.

The majority owner and founder of the brand "Omakase Burger"
Cheng Hsin Yao and his father have
travelled the world and collected
their favourite recipes. These now
build the basis for this challenging
project.

Hidden behind nearly every stall
you can find one of our front cooking systems with a wide variety of
different table top units which set
the scene perfectly for the numerous culinary delights.

To achieve an optimal reduction of
cooking fumes while preparing food
directly in front of guests 7 BLANCO
COOK front cooking systems are
convincing owners and guests alike

When it comes to ordering you
are spoilt for choice – Korean, Chinese, Italian-Mediterranean, Tem- The motivated kitchen team during a short break
pura, Röstihaus, Indian or charred
chicken. Not to mention the array of
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THIS & THAT
Premiere AFS scholarship holders meeting
In cooperation with the AFS Interkulturelle Begegnung e.V. (AFS
Intercultural Programs) three of
the subgroups of the BLANC and
FISCHER Family Holding offer employee children as well as pupils
from schools cooperating with the

BLANC and FISCHER Family Holding the possibility to take part in a
one year international exchange
programme. The three subgroups
E.G.O-Group, BLANCO Group and
BLANCO Professional award scholarships to young people between

(from left to right): Scholarship holders with shareholder Frank Straub, HR
director Markus Blümle, Santina Panzer (E.G.O.) Bianca Bromme (BLANCO)
and Sibylle Voswinkel (BLANCO Professional)

the age of 15– 18 to encourage them
to experience interculturalism as early as possible.
In the E.G.O Development- and
Technology Centre in Oberderdingen AFS scholarship holders from
all three subgroups met together for
the first time. The guest list included
"hopees" – those beginning – and
"returnees" those returning from
their one year stay abroad.
Shareholder Frank Straub welcomed together with Markus Blümle,
director of HR, E.G.O. and the HR
managers responsible for the AFS
programme from the subgroups
Santina Panzer (E.G.O.), Bianca
Bromme (BLANCO) and Sibylle
Voswinkel (BLANCO Professional)
the scholarship holders. In addition
to the company group presentations
and a guided tour through the E.G.OHilight-production the event offered
the "returnees" the opportunity to

report about their time abroad and
share their experiences.
Anna Martinez Gordi, a scholarship holder from Spain mentioned,
"It is important for me to have the
chance to pass on valuable tips to
the "hopees." Anna spent one year
in Finland.
The three BLANC and FISCHER
Family Holdings subgroups have
been working for many years together with the AFS Intercultural
Programs.
Frank Straub, shareholder of the
BLANC and FISCHER Family Holding stated: "With the scholarships
we especially want to encourage
young people between the age of
15 – 18 to experience interculturalism as early as possible." He added:
"Cosmopolitanism is an important
prerequisite for the young people's
future career path."

Analysing customer satisfaction

Marius Faßbender wins the 2016 Heinrich-Blanc-Prize
Marius Faßbender from Stutensee
wins the 2016 Heinrich-Blanc-Prize
for young people and with it 5,000 €
of prize money. The graduate of
the Karlsruhe University of Applied
Sciences developed during his
bachelor thesis an application which
enables small and middle-sized
companies to benefit cost- and resource effectively from the Kano
model.
The Kano model is a multi-dimensional analysis of customer satisfaction based on a market equitable
optimization of product- and service
quality. Marius' application simplifies
the complexity of the question techniques for mobile devices and therewith enables a faster and cheaper
questioning. During the award winning ceremony in Oberderdingen
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Marius Faßbender presented his
work and explained the results of his
efforts to numerous guests.
2,500 € and the second place
were awarded to Franziska Körner
from the Pforzheim University of Applied Sciences for her master thesis
"Business War gaming in strategical
product management". In her final
dissertation she observed that companies could realistically simulate
market conditions with business war
games.
The Heinrich-Blanc-Prize has
been awarded to promising young
people since 2007. With this prize
the foundation, initiated by Heinrich
Blanc heirs acknowledges excellent
final dissertations which distinguish
themselves through innovative approaches and economic relevance.

The honorary guest Prof. Dr. Dr.
h.c. mult. Brun-Hagen Hennerkes,
founder and chairman of the Foundation for Family Businesses held a
very interesting speech titled "Family
businesses – a relic from the past or
a source of hope for the future?"

(from left to right): Marc Stoffel, Frank
Straub, winner Marius Faßbender,
Franziska Körner, Manuel Blanc
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THIS & THAT
To build a future we need a past
A fond trip down memory lane with Werner Herbold and Oswald Treffinger
In 2015 the former technical director of BLANCO Werner Herbold and
long-standing sales director Oswald
Treffinger celebrated their 90th birthdays.
Werner Herbold, one of Heinz
Blanc's fellow students started
working for BLANCO at the beginning of the 50s. He left the company
in 1971.
Oswald Treffinger completed his
apprenticeship at BLANCO and
spent his whole working life in the
sales department of the company.
On retirement he held the position of
sales director.
I brought together Andreas Keller
from the bureau for contemporary
history, Stuttgart and these two
important contemporary witnesses. The interviews took place in the
vineyards of the Oberderdinger Horn
and despite already knowing many
things about the history of the company the interviews brought new
anecdotes and insights to light. Following a professional editing the interviews were burnt on to a CD and
are now available (in German only).
I can only recommend borrowing
the CD and listening to the original
soundtrack about the 50s, 60s, 70s
and beyond.
One of the many anecdotes was
the story from Werner Herbold
about how Heinrich Blanc bought
machines. On his many trips Heinrich BLANC proved himself to be a
really astute business man when it
came to buying machines at a good
price. He did this spontaneously,
without consultation and the only information Werner Herbold got were
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the words "do something with it !”.
Unthinkable today!
We also found out that in the press
shop there wasn't an annealing furnace but an annealing cellar where
in the 50s intermediate annealing
took place. At this time the legendary spindle press, bought before the
second world, was still in use in the
press shop. This gave BLANCO an
enormous competitive advantage
as these presses were few and far
between.
Both Oswald Treffinger and Heinrich Blanc were together at the very
first Hannover trade fair in the 50s.
In the early days of trade fairs with
little or no service teams Mr Treffin- Manuel Blanc, Werner Herbold and Frank Straub chat about highlights and milestones in the history of the company
ger and Mr Blanc built the trade
booth themselves. There were no
specialized trade fairs to speak of.
Mr Treffinger can remember the first
contact with the kitchen furniture
industry and the meeting with Mr
Ludwig the owner at that time of the
company Poggenpohl.
From the beginning of the 50s Mr
Treffinger closely accompanied the
development of the kitchen sink and
in his many years of loyal service
made significant contributions to the
company.
It would be beyond the scope of
this article to go into more detail and
would at the end of the day not do Frank Straub talking to Oswald Treffinger
justice to these very special stories
and anecdotes.
It is so important that we keep the
memories of these “icons" of our
company history alive as to build a
future we need a past.
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THIS & THAT
Beware – App alert!

A smart phone without apps – unthinkable ! Alone Apple has over 2
million different apps – games, fitness apps, office applications, calendars, mail programmes, for young
and for the young at heart, the list
is never ending. It's easy to lose the
overview and many users install programmes without informing themselves what the app exactly entails.
Clever programmers take advantage
of this situation to sell subscriptions
or to steal personal data. We will
show you where the hidden dangers
are and how to protect yourself.
In-apps advertising – mini ads,
maximum vulnerability
Many programmes from provider’s app stores are financed through
banner advertising. Some apps are
free but the consequences are that
you constantly bombarded with
continually changing in-app adver-

tising. The banner advertising takes
up space on the display. This is not
only annoying but can also be dangerous.
Just by tapping on the advertising willingly or unwillingly can cause
problems. Maybe you have signed
up for a subscription without realizing it. It only becomes apparent
when you receive your next phone
bill. It’s not possible to see if a banner ad is only an ad or a subscription-trap.
If you’re unsure don’t tap any
banner ads.
When installing apps providers
usually ask for certain permissions
such as access to your contact lists
or tracking of a user’s location. This
is quiet understandable as a sat nav
app without location information is of
no use to anyone.
It becomes a problem when you
are asked for more permissions than
is needed to run the app. Even if
providers offer free apps often you
pay dearly – not necessarily momentary payment but with user data. Advertising networks obtain an exact
personal profile – they know what
you look like, who your friends are,
where you like to spend your time,
what you wear and where you buy it.

➜

➜

Hackers are developing apps
which are hack-attack tools. They
are the source of malware, i.e.
blackmail Trojans, which encrypt the
content of our smartphone and demand a ransom to decrypt or viruses which make phone calls or send
text messages to telephone number
subject to charge.
Load down apps from official
websites. The risk of catching a Trojan is relatively small as the apps are
checked before they are published.
But this will not guarantee that you
will have a one hundred percent protection for your smartphone.

Viruses and Trojans have now targeted Smartphones
Viruses and Trojans on PCs and
notebooks are nothing new. But
today Smartphones are mini computers. It's not surprising then that
the Federal Office for Information
Security (BSI) has observed that
cyber-criminals are aggressively targeting smartphones and malware is
on the rise.

Conclusion: A healthy portion of
scepticism
No, we don’t want to spoil your fun
–enjoy your apps. But nevertheless:
Read all app installation instructions
carefully and then decide if you are
prepared to accept all the terms and
conditions of the developer.
On our IT-Security platform (Intranet – help and documentation –
IT Security) you can find additional
information and instructions to the
above mentioned dangers, possible security measures as well as a
check list to help you protect yourself against possible dangers.

Some apps even ask for to access
the smartphone camera and microphone. This is unavoidable when the
app takes photos or records voice
messages. Others ask for these permissions although there seems to be
no rhyme or reason to why. Here the
alarm bells should start to ring – an
app which has permission to access
microphone and internet connection
is a mobile bug and can record conversations without your knowledge
and approval. Furthermore, this sensitive information can end up in the
hands of cyber-criminals.
If you want to protect your
personal data from merciless commercialization by third parties, it is
important to scrutinize the required
permissions before the apps are installed.

➜

Young at heart The third 65 plus club meeting
In 2014 we founded our so called
"65 plus club". An article in the
BLANCO Horizon aimed to nourish
the long-term business friendships
with our retired general managers
and CEOs from home and abroad.
At institutions for higher education
and universities where former students come together they're called
alumni reunions. Our "class reunion"
has a similar character.
This year we combined our yearly
get-together with the pensioners'
reunion in the Aschingerhalle. In the
morning of the pensioners' reunion
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there was a tour of our plant in Sinsheim followed by a visit to the Auto
& Technik Museum Sinsheim. On the
following day we invited our former
employees to a visit to Strasbourg
and a convivial evening in Bretten.
The yearly reunions go to reflect the
high esteem we hold for our former
general managers and CEOs as well
as for former shareholders of our
partners and it is clear, the reunions
are very much appreciated by one
and all. These get-togethers are always something very special and the
atmosphere warm and friendly.
HORIZON 24

THIS & THAT
Employment Anniversaries
BLANCO Germany
10 Years
Dirk Dudeck
Caroline Fichtner
Markus Hütter
Birol Aygören
Thomas Braun
Nihat Hakver
Alexander Martaler
Denni Roder
Hakan Özdemir
Kira Schwenk
Michael Limbeck
Michael Schmäl
Matthias von Daacke
Markus Schiebol

10.2006
10.2006
10.2006
01.2007
01.2007
01.2007
01.2007
01.2007
01.2007
01.2007
02.2007
02.2007
03.2007
03.2007
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01.1992
02.1992
02.1992
02.1992
02.1992
02.1992
02.1992
02.1992
02.1992
03.1992

BLANCO Canada
George Connors

11.2006

BLANCO UK

10.1991
10.1991
10.1991
10.1991
10.1991
01.1992
01.1992
01.1992

David Rees

10 Years
Andreas Knoll
Ilona Pelzer-Burkhardt
Frank Dorner
Jakob Hörz
Waldemar Schreiner
Philipp Dürr
Michael Merten
Jordanis Apostolidis

Ralf Scherf
Franz Gerhard Koziol
Josef Ungemach
Lambros Christou

10.1991
10.1991
10.1991
03.1992

Gerhard Friedrich Thoma 01.1977

BLANCO Professional
CZ

10 Years
12.2006

Kugel
Edelstahlverarbeitung
10 Years

10.2006
10.2006
10.2006
11.2006
02.2007
03.2007
03.2007
03.2007

40 Years
02.2007

BLANCO USA
José Astorga

BLANCO Professional

25 Years

10 Years

10 Years

25 Years
Frank Winkler
Ergün Can
Bruno Ohngemach
Helmuth Schmidt
Manfred Horst Junghans
Rene Freund
Martin Daubenthaler
Adnan Limani

Sami Sari
Mahmut Yildirimer
Niyazi Dagtekin
Christian Krause
Ali Ihsan Akan
Johann Pfeifer
Harry Kleinschmidt
Harri Grötzinger
Alexander Tropmann
Mehdi Karkaba

Alexandra Brunner

10.2006

25 Years
Manfred Högerl

03.1992

40 Years
Rudolf Ochsenbauer

11.1976

BLANCO Professional
Kunststofftechnik
10 Years
Thomas Kayser

03.2007

BLANCO Professional
Schweiz
10 Years
Urs Graf

02.2007

10 Years
Radko Bukovsky

01.2007
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